
JENSEN Water Extraction
Press ExQ with TwinDrain

The brand new JENSEN Water  
Extraction Press in TwinDrain version: 
Washroom Technology Redefined

EN  l  JENSEN Water Extraction Press ExQ



JENSEN – setting new
standards

The new JENSEN ExQ Water Extraction Press is the next evolutionary 

step in JENSEN´s extraction technology and is always the right 

choice for best water extraction performance. Benefit from faster 

process steps, higher pressure and better extraction performance 

than ever before. The new hydraulic and automation concept 

offers highest performance and best maintainability. Through 

innovation, JENSEN sets new standards in the field of water 

extraction technology. The JENSEN know-how for this further 

development is based on more than 35 years of experience in the 

construction of presses and more than 3000 extraction units built. 

Best extraction performance
Thanks to the new hydraulic system, the new JENSEN ExQ Water 

Extraction Press ensures highest productivity and best extraction 

performance by faster process steps. The top plate of the press is 

made of extremely stable spheroidal graphite cast iron. This top 

part bears the new hydraulic system. The medium-pressure model 

of the ExQ now offers 40 bars of pressure on laundry, yet another 

increase in a 10% better water extraction performance, and once 

more an improvement in residual moisture values, which of 

course speeds up subsequent drying processes and significantly  

reduces energy consumption. Performance tests with the new 

hydraulic system prove a higher speed: 10 seconds faster or  

as much as 5% lower moisture retention at the same cycle time.  

A faster production with a monetary value! With SpeedExtract,  

a very fast water extraction is made possible: Through a perfora-

tion in the upper part of the basket (option), water and air above 

the linen is removed and thus does not have to be pressed 

through the linen. This ensures a very efficient extraction, even 

for short cycle times and a very low moisture retention.

The new JENSEN ExQ 2K press cushion with longer lifetime



Best hygiene conditions
With the new TwinDrain system with a now doubled 

drainage cross section based on the patented 

TopDrain version, the ExQ also features unique 

hygiene properties and requires very minimal 

maintenance. It is entirely made of stainless steel. The base plate  

is made of a solid steel block and is provided with a durable 

anticorrosive. The TwinDrain system is mounted onto this base 

plate and is a closed drainage system with now two instead of one 

drains for an even faster process. The cycle time is approx.  

2 seconds faster for a higher productivity or the high pressure time 

is 2 seconds longer for a lower moisture retention. The extracted 

liquor is fed into either a separate, easily accessible recovery tank, 

or if combined with a tankless JENSEN tunnel washer (pat.), 

directly back to the rinse process of the batch washer without the 

use of any intermediate buffer tanks. Standing water is avoided 

and an outstanding hygiene is guaranteed. 

Easy to maintain
The modern design of the new JENSEN ExQ Water Extraction Press 

offers best accessibility with the best ease of maintenance.

Best and constant extraction results with the automatic level 

monitoring of the press cushion with AutoRefill function when  

the level is too low, thus the lifetime of the press cushion will  

be prolonged tremendously. Double monitoring of the loading 

process into the basket by photocell and patented strain gauge 

for a safe and reliable process.

Unique in the laundry business, especially designed for JENSEN: 

The 2K press cushion with its two components adapts perfectly to 

the extracted linen and extends the lifetime of the press cushion 

considerably thanks to the two-component rubber mixture. 

In addition, the control panel offers best accessibility from the 

plant floor for an ergonomic and safe way of working.

The patented TwinDrain version for best hygiene conditions. Automatic level monitoring with AutoRefill
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Washroom Technology
Redefined

The new JENSEN ExQ Water Extraction Press offers best  

productivity with the best ease of maintenance. Benefit from  

faster process steps, higher pressure and better extraction 

performance than ever before. 

Models available

JENSEN ExQ 40 MD/HD  JENSEN ExQ 50 MD/HD JENSEN ExQ 60 MD/HD

JENSEN ExQ 75 MD/HD  (MD=40 bar, HD=51 bar)

Installation

JENSEN is pleased to assist you in planning your laundry by 

providing excellent advice, layouts and technical data. Authorised 

JENSEN distributors or JENSEN engineers should carry out the 

installation to ensure that it is performed correctly.

Service

In addition, JENSEN provides an extraordinary after sales service 

through a worldwide network of highly qualified Sales and Service 

Centers and distributors, all with their own maintenance and spare 

parts services. 

Call us…

JENSEN provides a complete range of heavyduty equipment for  

the laundry industry, delivered and installed according to your  

specifications. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further 

advice and information, or visit www.jensen-group.com

Local contact

www.jensen-group.com

Explore our equipment on 

www.youtube.com/jensengroupcom
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